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This edition of The Flagship highlights and honors 10 veterans who continue to 
serve our nation and our community through their philanthropic endeavors. 
They are a microcosm of the thousands of Hampton Roads veterans from all 
branches of service who continue to volunteer their time, energy, passion and 
experience to enhance the quality of lives of others.

This issue is special because it recognizes the heroes who continue to uphold 
their civic responsibility and are still serving locally. While they may not do these 
deeds to bring attention to themselves, it is our honor to highlight their stories 
and contributions that make Hampton Roads a great place to live, work and play. 

There is no better time to recognize these selfless servants. Nov. 11 is Veterans 
Day. In November of 1919. This day, reserved by President Woodrow Wilson, 
honors the sacrifices of our veterans and reminds all Americans of the trage-
dies of war. The holiday, first dubbed as “Armistice Day,” because many people 
believed that the “Great War” was over. The actions of gallant and unbreakable 
American veterans is why we continue to observe this day annually to honor 
loyal devotion to service.

This centennial is the perfect time to honor veterans by recognizing their 
service. If you can, ask a veteran to stand at school football games, at church 
service or in whatever group you find yourself. While Hampton Roads is known 
affectionately as “America’s Navy Town,” it is blessed to have a robust veteran 
population from all five branches. We are fortunate and grateful that after years 
spent serving their country, so many veterans and military retirees now serve 
Hampton Roads, providing innumerable positive effects on the region.
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Carla Moss

Chelsea Mandello

Branch: Army  |  Rank: SPC  |  Years of Service: 8 

Branch:  U.S. Navy  |  Rank: E5  |  Years of Service: 7

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton 
Roads?

Hampton Roads is a wonderful community.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)?

I founded Troopster while still serving active 
duty to support those deployed and their 
families.

What are your achievements or fond 
memories outside the military?

Small Business Administration Person of 
the Year Award; Entrepreneurial Excellence 

Award; Cova Gives Back Award; Microsoft 
#EmpowerPossibility Award; Verizon Salute 
Award and Innovator of the Year. 

Describe some of your military highlights.

After graduating from Ball State University 
with a Bachelor of Science in Advertising 
in 2011, I joined the United States Navy 
working as a photojournalist where I 
traveled the world to provide media support 
and see firsthand the accomplishments 
and capabilities of the Armed Forces. It was 
during my experiences with the military, 
serving across 13 countries over the course 
of 7 years, that I was inspired to establish 
Troopster.

What are your achievements or fond memories 
outside the military?

Some of my achievements outside the military are 
as follows:

I am an event and volunteer coordinator for 
my installation; the Army representative for 
the Joint Service Council for the National 
Capital Region; an Honorary Member of the 
Regiment, The Old Guard (TOG); the Vice 
President of Education and charter member of 
Capital Superior Speakers Toastmasters Club; 
National Guard Bureau; the Vice President of the 
Adjutant General’s Regimental Club Association 
(Potomac Chapter), received the Civilian Service 
Achievement Medal; received the 2019 White 
House Presidential Volunteer  – Gold Award for 
performing over 2,000 community volunteer 
hours; 2019 JBM-HH Team of the 1st and 3rd 
Quarter winner for civilian service; received 
the 2019 Blue Tie Affair Award for community 
service; received the Col. Robert E. Manning 
Achievement Medal; 2018 ACHI Woman on 
the Rise awardee; 2018 ACHI Volunteer of the 
Year nominee; two Commander’s Awards for 

Civilian Service; Selfless Service Award at 
the Ms. Veteran America Competition; and 
has received several Certificates of Appreciation 
for both civilian and community service from 2001 
to the present. Also, I have six college degrees. 

Describe some of your military highlights.

Some of my military highlights include:

• Becoming a military truck driver that could 
barely see over the wheel of my own 5 ton truck.  
• Becoming an executive assistant to our 
command staff when women were still finding 
their place as Soldiers in our military.  
• Becoming a mother to two wonderful and 
successful adults.  
• Continuing my college education while serving 
my nation. I now have six college degrees because 
of support from the military and from my family.  
• Traveling the world to explore new cultures and 
appreciating cultural experiences gained from 
those travels 
• Being a community volunteer and always 
helping others. 

Why did you decide to participate in your organization(s)?

I decided to participate in all of my associated organizations because it is important for me 
to give back to my community especially after serving my country. 

“Be a 
trailblazer 
that leads 
from the 
front. Do 
better so 
we can 
be better 
together.”

FAVORITE QUOTE:

FAVORITE 
QUOTE:

“Be  
yourself; 
everyone 
else is 
already 
taken.”  
― Oscar Wilde

Advice for other veterans:
You’re not alone. Whether you are seeking advice, a career, or 
help, you are part of a tribe that will help you.

Advice for other veterans:
Be your authentic self by loving and taking care of you so you can help others do the same. 



Greg Selby
Branch: U.S. Coast Guard  |  Rank: E-7  |  Years of Service: 22

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton Roads?  

My wife and I initially planned to remain in the 
Hampton Roads area until our two children 
graduated from high school. During the two years 
between my retirement and their graduating, my 
entire family realized that we wanted to remain 
here. The primary reason for our change of heart 
was due to the close-knit feel that we developed 
with our neighbors and friends in the community 
and our church. Having spent 22 years moving, 
it was great to develop family roots and become 
part of a community.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)? 

Two words: Mid-life Crisis. In 2010, I decided that 
I wanted to get a motorcycle. I did not want the 
typical Harley or racing bike that everyone had. I 
discovered that there was a local dealer that offered 
a Russian motorcycle called a Ural and after one 
look I was hooked. I purchased it in October and 
within a few weeks, I decided that if Santa Clause 
ever road a bike, it would be one like what I had just 
purchased, bright red with a sidecar and very old 
fashioned looking.  I went out and purchased a Santa 
suit and my wife reluctantly donated her beanie 
baby collection to me to pass out to kids. That first 
year I passed out about 100 toys and the look on the 
faces of children as they receive a toy from Santa is 

something that I look forward to each year. 

What are your achievements or fond 
memories outside the military? 

For the first two years following 
my retirement, I worked as an 
instructor for the Coast Guard base 
in Yorktown. Being able to pass 
on my knowledge to the future of 
the service was a great feeling and 
I enjoyed it each day. My fondest 
family memories would be watching 
my daughters graduate from high 
school and become successful women.

Describe some of your military highlights.  

My tour as Executive Petty Officer of the Search 
and Rescue unit in Elizabeth City, N.C., was the 
best tour that I had in my career. To be a part of 
the leadership and ensure that the unit functioned 
at peak ability was a great highlight. When I first 
reported, the unit had averaged less than one 
hundred law enforcement missions per year.  
Within my first year, I had developed a training 
program that allowed the number of missions to 
increase to over 300 per year. By increasing the 
law enforcement activities, we saw a significant 
drop in the number of search and rescue cases we 
had to respond to.

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Daryl Powell
Branch:  U.S. Army  |  Rank:  Sergeant First Class  | Years of Service: 21

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton 
Roads?

Two reasons:

1. I departed from the area at the age of 18 
for the Army and missed about 20 years of 
time with my parents.

2. I wanted to serve within my Community.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)?

Why not? There are too many that say they 
want to make a difference and I believe 
actions speak louder than words. I can’t 
expect anyone but myself to work and serve 
in my hometown. The 100 Black Men are 
doing great things.

What are your achievements or fond  
memories outside the military?

Being able to reach, teach, coach and 
counsel young minds, the mentees 
understand that the sky is the limit when 
there are foot prints on the moon. I have 
had the pleasure of seeing mentees grow 
and return to our program to help out 
because actions speak louder than words. 
What they see is what they will be.

Describe some of your military highlights. 

As a Bradley Commander being selected 
as TOP Gun in Germany was one of my 
highlights and more importantly seeing one 
of my Mentors being promoted to General. 
Last highlight was taking 10 young soldiers 
to Desert   Storm and bring them all home 
safe.

Advice for other veterans:

Keep fighting, tough times don’t last, tough Veterans do!

“I am here 
to Serve!”

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Advice for other veterans: 
Become active in the community that you are stationed in. Don’t just hang 
out with your fellow service members. Become part of the community and 
expand your circle of friends.

Work like 
a Captain, 
Party like a 
Pirate!



Donald Hart

Rev. Jimmie Allen

Branch: US Navy  |  Rank: Aerographers Mate Senior Chief E8   
|  Years of Service:  21 years and 6 months

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)? 

One of aspects of the Military Life is our devotion to 
helping out in a variety of areas, this willingness to 
help is enhanced by the work ethic, time management 
and versatility I had developed in the Navy.  It was 
this willingness that propelled me into foster care, 
coaching, fund raising and multiple community service 
activities. I could also easily see the need for students 
to be a part of the community they were growing up 
in. This led to the development of yearlong program, 
that began with a canned food drive for the Tidewater 
Food Bank (20 years with over 80,000 pounds collected 
at Ocean Lakes HS, Laskin Road Salt Marsh Clean Up, 
collecting toys for the Toys for Tots, Holiday Assistance 
Program, Academic Mentor Program). All these 
built the student’s Academic Resume and provided 
invaluable to their academic ambitions.         

What are your achievements or fond memories 
outside the military?  

14 annual 3 day team bonding sessions at YMCA 
Camp Silver Beach. 20 soccer players who got into 
Service Academies or ROTC programs as a result of my 
mentoring. Two this past year, Dawson Weiss and Grant 
Manock, now at the Naval Academy. Some tremendous 
memories from 20 foster kids I hosted at my house. 21 

National Soccer Coaches Association Team 
Academic Awards (GPA of 3.75 or higher).  
20 Virginia High School League Sportsmanship 
Awards. Developing winning soccer programs, both 
on the field and in the classroom, at both Kellam and 
Ocean Lakes high dchools.  

Describe some of your military highlights.  

Service aboard the following afloat commands: USS 
Blue Ridge, USS America, USS Raleigh, USS Nassau.  
Five years with the Commander 7th Fleet Yokosuka, 
Japan with visits to Australia, Thailand, Hong Kong, 
New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore and Hawaii.  
The excitement of forecasting a variety of weather 
from Blizzards in Japan to Typhoons in the Western 
Pacific. Fleet forecasting and the fantastic Big Sur 
while at Monterey California. In the pre-dawn 
hours chasing coyotes off the runways then sending 
weather balloons up at Naval Air Station Fallon, 
Nevada. The friendly environs of Boca Chica and Key 
West, Florida, where I recorded the second lowest 
temperature in Feb. 1978, 47 degrees. USS America 
deployments to the Arabian Sea, the Mediterranean, 
Rio De Janeiro and the adventure of becoming a 
Shellback during our equator crossing.  Fleet Week 
in May 1991 on board USS Nassau following Desert 
Storm. The way New Yorkers welcomed us, the 
amazing parade through Manhattan.                    

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton Roads? 

I went into the Navy right after graduation at 17 years of age, to pursue an education in 
meteorology. At this time I had also lost my best friend in a tragic car accident that eventually 
would set an anchor down in Hampton Roads. He wanted to be a teacher. I would fulfill his dream 
for him. I earned my Masters Degree in Science Education from Old Dominion University and 
started teaching in Virginia Beach City Public Schools, going on 26 years now. 

“Continuous 
efforts – not 
strength or 
intelligence – 
is the key to 
unlocking  
our 
potential” 
- Winston Churchill  

FAVORITE QUOTE:

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Advice for other veterans: 

To persevere is essential regardless of the obstacle. Be persistent in your goals.  

Branch: U.S. Navy  |  Rank: LCDR (O-4)  |  Years of Service: 29 

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton 
Roads?

After being stationed locally for many years 
and raising a family in the area, Hampton 
Roads became my home.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)?

I was introduced to Prison Ministry by a 
good friend of mine in 1996. After working 
with her and assisting regularly with the 
Prison Ministry, it became my passion. I 
enjoyed watching the inmates transform 
while still incarcerated through the Word 
of God. I also had the pleasure of watching 
many of them become model citizens upon 
release.  

What are your achievements or fond 
memories outside the military?

I became licensed to preach by the state 

of Virginia in February 2006. I was later 
ordained in December 2011. While my 
wife was on tour for 3 years in Naples, 
Italy, I was one of the assistant Pastors 
for the church service “Hallelujah Full 
Gospel Church,” located on Naval Station, 
Gricignano, Italy.  I am currently a facilitator 
for three prison facilities, Indian Creek 
Correctional Center since 1996, St. Brides 
Correctional Center since 2017 and Naval 
Consolidated Brig since 2014, all located in 
Chesapeake, Va.  

Describe some of your military highlights.

Advancing from Airman Recruit to Chief 
Petty Officer.  Later advancing from Chief 
Petty Officer to Warrant Officer (W-3) and 
finally advancing from W-3 to Limited Duty 
Officer, Lieutenant Commander (O-4). I 
was also selected and awarded the “Lloyd 
Barker Memorial Award” as Commander 
Naval Air Force Atlantic Command, 
Maintenance Man of the Year for 1995.   

Advice for other veterans:

Stay focused, energized and continue to use the skills you have 
obtained, in the military, and give back to the community once 
you retire. 

God grant 
me the 
Serenity 
to accept 
the things 
I cannot 
change…
the Courage 
to change 
the things 
I can… and 
the Wisdom 
to know the 
difference. 



Kevin Petersen
Branch: Navy  |  Rank: Commander / 0-5  |  Years of Service: 21

Advice for other veterans:  
The military provides you a wealth of skills that can be used all 
your life. Get involved, put those talents to good use and be 
thankful for those who have helped you get to where you are. 

You may 
not be 
able to do 
everything 
for 
everybody, 
but 
everybody 
can do 
something 
for 
somebody!

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Porsha Brown
Branch: Navy  |  Rank: E5  | Years of Service: 4

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton Roads? 

I stayed in Hampton Roads because it had become 
my new home. I met my wife here and wanted 
to raise my son here. After leaving the military, I 
wanted to stay close to the military environment. 
It’s just a part of who I am now. I could still 
interact with my junior sailors and be a part of 
their continued military journey. Even though 
I’m originally from New Jersey, I feel like I have 
the best of both worlds. I can raise my family in a 
place that has become special to me and still be 
close enough to my home state for frequent visits.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)? 

Prior to the military, I was already a frequent 
volunteer. The Navy provided me with more unique 
opportunities to give back. The Mission Continues 
opened my eyes to the needs of my fellow service 
members and their families. I was able to help 
military schools provide better facilities and help 
send deployed sailors packages. I would later learn 
the importance of those packages. Another unique 
program was PADS. While stationed in Great Lakes, I 
took advantage of assisting this amazing program for 
the local homeless. It was possibly one of the most 
humbling experiences I ever had. Being able to sit 
and talk with these individuals and to understand 

their stories helped eliminate my own 
ignorance about homelessness. 

What are your achievements 
or fond memories outside the 
military? 

My fondest moments have been 
watching sailors that worked under 
me continue to make rank and be 
successful. I have pinned many of them 
in their advancement ceremonies. When I 
can, I am also there for reenlistments and any 
other milestone. This is a promise I made to my 
sailors prior to me leaving. As long as it’s within 
my power, I will continue to support and mentor 
them. For me, it has made my military time that 
much more worth it. 

Describe some of your military highlights. 

One of my first big accomplishments was earning 
my surface warfare pin. It was something I wanted 
before I even joined. After that, I was able to 
make the rank of E5 in about 3 years. This helped 
me earn Sailor of the Quarter and Sailor of the 
Year. While deployed, I earned my third Navy and 
Marine Corps Achievement Medal. All of these 
awards were a direct reflection of the amazing 
crew I worked with. 

Advice for other veterans: 
Whether you did 4 years or 20 years, continue to apply all the knowledge 
acquired in the military to your civilian life. Help your local veterans and 
civilians the same way you would as an active service member. 

Success is 
a peace 
of mind, 
which is a 
direct result 
of self-
satisfaction 
in knowing 
you did 
your best to 
become the 
best you are 
possible of 
becoming. 
  -John Wooden

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton 
Roads? 

Our children were in middle and high 
school, so we wanted them to continue 
their high school education in Virginia 
Beach.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)? 

Many of my volunteer efforts are driven by 
my faith. Whether helping in our church’s 
food pantry providing food for those in 
need, or helping promote awareness of the 
needs in poor areas of Tanzania, where our 
church has a sister parish, I am drawn to do 
what I can for those in who suffer hardship. 
I’ve also seen how lives can be improved 
by assisting at the Virginia Beach Housing 
Resource Center, where homeless individuals 
and families can obtain assistance. Being 
a caseworker at Navy-Marine Corp Relief 
Society with budget counseling and providing 
financial assistance, keeps me connected 
with the Navy, while assisting Sailors. I try to 

do what I can toward addressing just some of 
the many needs in the community.

What are your achievements or fond 
memories outside the military?  

I am so proud of my family: my wife who 
excelled as a caring Occupational Therapist, 
my daughter a talented event planner, with 
a keen sense of style, and my son, who is 
serving in the Navy as a Naval Flight Officer 
with the F/A-18 jet fighter. As we are now 
spread out across the country, my greatest 
memories are when all of us get together.

Describe some of your military highlights. 

As a Supply Officer, I was always serving 
others. Shipboard, I was providing services 
of food service, disbursing, ship’s store or 
managing parts and logistics operations. 
Ashore, I continued serving others, mainly 
in financial operations.  It seems my 
military background was all about serving 
others, which was a natural transition in 
my volunteer work. 



Wallace Green

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Branch: U.S. Navy  | Rank: Chief Petty Officer  | Years of Service: 30 total

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton 
Roads? 

After retiring from the Navy, I had a 
job interview with the Social Security 
Administration in Woodlawn, Md., where I 
used to work. Following my interview, I woke 
up to a familiar picture, over 11 inches of snow, 
traffic on the side streets were unable to move 
for a of couple days and my usual four hour 
drive from Baltimore to Virginia Beach turned 
to a 10-hour creep. That is when I decided to 
make Hampton Roads home. 

 Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)?  

I decide to participate in kidney disease 
organization in 2003 when I required 
dialysis treatment. I decided to form Health 
& Awareness, Inc., Oct. 9, 2012, after 
volunteering with the National Kidney 
Foundation and Dialysis Patient Citizen and 
I realize there was no training available for 
seniors or low-income people. Uninsured, 
public assistance families that could not 
afford WiFi and computers where most of 
the larger organization offer prevention 
information. So, I formed Health & 
Awareness, a 501(3)c Chronic Kidney Disease 
Prevention Organization to educate those 
in greater need. Because my request for 
a room to hold training was denied from 
hospitals, I started holding the training 
wherever possible, most without WiFi 
connection. My decision to get involve with 
kidney organization was because kidney 
failure and during my eight years on dialysis, 
I decide to hold personal interviews with 
over 200 dialysis patients learning each 
story could have been preventive. 97% of 
patients were unaware they had kidney 
disease until it was much too late or they 
did not understand what the doctor was 
leaving out during their visit. MEDICARE 
did not authorize dietician’s treatment until 
patients are on dialysis. In addition, Warren 
Buffett announced in 2014 America’s next 
big business was to buy stock in dialysis. I 
decide to form Health & Awareness, Inc., 
because no one offered face to face chronic 
kidney disease prevention training. On July 
10, 2019, the Trump administrations made 
kidney disease a national health priority in 
a news release, making an announcement 
CKD is an epidemic and the fastest growing 
noncommunicable disease in America.  
Health & Awareness, Inc. has been reaching 
out to leaders in the community for eight 
years with our outlined strategies because 
Virginia is ranked number 9 on the death list 
from kidney failure. 

What are your achievements or fond 
memories outside the military? 

My achievements outside the Navy consist of 
traveling rough roads. When my doctor told 
me I would be in a wheelchair the rest of my 
life and I was sent to get mental health care 
because he felt I was in denial because I did 
not believe it. My faith, knowing myself and 
abilities put me back on my feet. 

Selected as the 2017 Virginia Governor’s 
Volunteerism Awards in the Senior 
Category, 2019 Hampton Roads Volunteer 
Achievement Award Community Senior 
Honoree; 2019 National Donor Memorial 
Award for Excellence nomination; American 
Kidney Fund Kidney Health Coach; and a host 
of letters of appreciations. 

Raising awareness and addressing how to 
slow down or stop the progression of kidney 
failure. Educating others with kidney disease 
risk factors of the things to do in the early 
preventive stage.

Organize, plan and teach a workshop for 
low-income, uninsured, seniors, veterans 
and disabled people without computers 
to received kidney disease prevention 
information. The workshop training includes 
but not limited to: how well are your kidneys 
working, how to read food labels/nutrition, 
the importance of understanding labs results 
and misunderstand and misconception 
regarding organ donation. 

Ambassador LifeNet Health – Promote and 
raise the need for organ, eye and tissues 
awareness. 

As for my fondest memories outside the military? 
There are many memories. My wife Sandra 
provided heartfelt care for me in my time of need, 
assisted me when I was unable to care for myself. 
I will always remember the comfort received – it’s 
priceless. Sandra is truly the honoree and one of 
my most memorable memories.

I’ll never forget June 23, 2013, when I received 
a call from my sister that when my mother was 
hospitalized, instructions were given to prepare 
surgery for my mother to receive dialysis. 
After reviewing her lab results and symptoms, 
I recommend she decline the surgery and 
talk with a nephrologist other than the one 
in the hospital. Memories of the trust mom 
had in the knowledge I had in chronic kidney 
disease gave me the confident help other — 
six years later mom continual to follow my 
recommendations. and confirm her decision 
with her kidney doctor.  

Thomas Gross
Branch: United States Navy  |  Rank: Chief Petty Officer  |  Years of Service: 15

Advice for other veterans: 
Don’t give up and don’t settle for anything less than what you deserve. Get 
any and every qualification and training you can at the military’s expense. 
At some point, we all will be outsiders looking in so it’s better to have the 
qualification and not need it then to need the qualification and not have it. 
Several job opportunities get lost! 

Why did you decide to stay in Hampton 
Roads? 

I am from Maryland so “home” is not that far 
for me. It’s a nice area in the summer time 
with lots of things to do, and it’s probably 
the only place in the country where I can 
actually afford to live on the oceanfront.

Why did you decide to participate in your 
organization(s)? 

I saw how my father being in law 
enforcement always gave back to his 
community. I wanted to follow through. 
Too many times, people do things with the 
expectation of something in return. I want to 
be a good example of it pays to do the right 
thing when nobody is looking. I want to be a 
good role model for my children, my friends 
and the community I serve. 

What are your achievements or fond 
memories outside the military? 

I was awarded the Medal of Merit for being 
off duty and heading home only to see the 
police attempt to take someone into custody. 
The person pulled a knife out and injured his 
neck. I was able to provide direct pressure 
and other medical interventions and he’s 
still alive. In addition, you meet the citizens 
of Virginia Beach of whom you have the 
pleasure of serving. 

Describe some of your military highlights.

Throughout my 15 years of service, I was 
selected for Sailor of the Year 3 times, 
selected for Chief 1st time up, obtained a 
master’s degree and the chance to deploy to 
some of the best places (and strangest) that 
one can imagine.

At what 
level are you 
willing to 
participate?

FAVORITE QUOTE:

God grant 
me the 
Serenity 
to accept 
the things 
I cannot 
change….
the Courage 
to change 
the things I 
can…..and 
the Wisdom 
to know the 
difference. 


